9, then X possesses f". A general technique for proving this theorem is developed.
The theorem is shown to hold for a large number of topological properties.
As an application, three general sum theorems have also been obtained.
Introduction.
A family u = JAa: a e fi! of subsets of a space X is said to be hereditarily closure-preserving (to be abbreviated as H-closurepreserving if every family S = !Ba: a e fi] such that Ba C Aa for each a £ fi is closure-preserving. Let J be any topological property.
We say that the closure-preserving sum theorem (to be abbreviated as CPST) holds for 9 if the following is satisfied:
"If iFa: a e fi] is an H-closure-preserving closed covering of X such that each F possesses the property J, then X possesses J ". 3.3 and 3.6 for any property f for which the CPST holds:
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